housing
registration
Please include a $20 deposit with
the housing reservation form.
Make checks payable to Hardin-Simmons University

Half-day program for students entering K-5
($95 per session)
9:30-12:15 or 1:15-4:00
Early Steps for K-1: Secret Chemistry Detectives
Do you ever wonder how to make glue, toothpaste, cola, or ice cream? Become a science sleuth as you discover
real-life secret formulas by dissolving, evaporating, and crystallizing. Create your own tasty treats using clues you
have discovered through your investigations! Pour yourself into this exciting exploration of chemistry and liquids.

Primary for 2-3: Exploring the World of Insects
Over 10 quintillion (10,000,000,000,000,000,000) individual insects live on our planet! Discover the beauty and
treachery of insects as you investigate the most plentiful animals on Earth. Become an entomologist (bug scientist)
and insect expert as you investigate the characteristics, life cycles, and habitats of these fascinating creatures.

Intermediate for 4-5: Bubble-ology
Come ready to experiment and get a little messy as you learn about the chemistry and physics of bubbles! Devise

Threshold does not provide housing for unaccompanied children. However,
families may choose to stay in an off-campus apartment with their children. The
apartments include kitchen, living rooms, and bedrooms, but no maid service,
TV, phone, linens, kitchen utensils, etc. You must bring anything you will need.
Rooms are limited and are filled according to earliest postmark. A $20 deposit is
required to reserve housing. Daily fees are set at $20 per bed per day.
If you would like to make a housing reservation, please fill out the Housing
Registration form and return it with your Threshold registration.
If you would like to receive additional housing information, please email
threshold@hsutx.edu or call (325) 671-2150.

ideal bubble-blowing instruments, test dishwashing brands for bubble-making qualities, determine ingredients
for creating the biggest bubbles, employ the Bernoulli principle to keep bubbles aloft, use color patterns to predict
when a bubble will pop, create bubbles that last for days…and much, much more!

Full-day program for students entering 6-10
($155 per session)
9:30-4:00
------ Network Groups ---------------------------------------------9:30 – 10:15
------ Morning Choices ------------------------------------------ 10:15 – 12:15
Math Around the World

Name of Adult in Room

Add your name to the list for an exploration of intriguing patterns in numbers, probability, and logic! Take away
knowledge of various number systems as you multiply your knowledge through games and challenges from many

Address

continents. Divide into groups to play NIM, Kalah, Towers of Hanoi, or Hex. And that’s just a fraction of the fun!

City

State

ZIP

Da Vinci: Man and Mystery

Phone (H)                                            (W)

Scientist?  Artist?  Engineer?  Architect?  Musician?  Can you do it all?  Leonardo did!  Follow in the footsteps of

How many beds are needed?

engineering feats ahead of your time, and think with complexity and originality.

Leonardo da Vinci as you learn to write left handed and backwards, draw with detail and description, create

Indicate guests in the same room as adult name above:
Name

Age

Gender

Name

Age

Gender

Name

Age

Gender

------ Lunch (provided for Grades 6-10) -----------------------12:15 – 1:00
------ Afternoon Choices ------------------------------------------ 1:00 – 3:00
Transformers
Transform an ordinary piece of paper into a masterpiece! Explore optical illusions that change right before your
eyes. Measure, cut, and fold to create your own unique tessellations, icosahedrons, and 3-D Kaleidocycles and
tetraflexagons. Escher meets Picasso in this crazy world of geometric adventure!

Date of Arrival

Time of Arrival

Date of Departure

Time of Departure

Mail Housing Registration and payment to:
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Mary Christopher, Ph.D., Threshold Director
Hardin-Simmons University, Box 16225
Abilene, TX 79698

Extreme Physics
With the crack of the bat and explosion of the ball, physics helps to get you over the wall! Sign up for our team and
explore the science behind the game. From slap shots to free throws to half pipes, the laws of the universe apply.
Explore how the principles of speed, momentum, gravity, and friction affect extreme sports!

------ Recreation ------------------------------------------------------ 3:00 – 4:00
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